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The precipitatinq elect_ens in the auroral environment are hiqhly vari......
able in their enerqv and intensity in both space and time, As such they are

i_ a source of potential hazard to the operation nf the Space _huttle and other
,_ large spacecraft ooeratinq in polar orhit. In order to assess these hazards
_" hoth the averaqe and extreme states of the precipitatinq electrons must he
_: determined. In this paper we present work aimed at such a specification.
J,.:- In the first half of the paper we present results of a qlohal study of the

_.. averaqe characteristics• In this study the hiqh latitude reqion was divided
. into spatial eler_entsin maqnetic local time and corrected qeomaqnetic lati-

n-- tilde• The averaqe electron spectrum ,yesthen determined in each spatial

" " element for seven different levels of activity as measured by KD usinq an
extremely larqe data set of auroral observations• In the second half of the

._:- Darterwe present a case study of an extreme auroral electron environment in
_: which the electrons are accel#rated throuqh a field aliqned potential as
_:_' hiqh as _0,000 volts and in which the spacecraft is seen to charqe neqa-
:-c tively to a potential anproachinq 5 kilovolts•

_ INSTRUMENTATION

The data used for this analysis were from the SSJ/3 detectors on the F2
and ra satellites and the K_,I/4detector on the Fr,satellite of the llefense
_eteoroloqical .KatelliteProqram as well as the CRI.-2._]experiment on the
P7R-I satellite of the _nace Test Proqram. The SSJ/3 detectors consisted of a
set of t,vncurved plate electrostatic analyzers capable of L1easurinqthe flux

,. of Drecipitatinq electrons in 16 enerqv channels between 50eV and _.O,OOOeV.
-... The _SJ/4 detector consists of a set of four curved plate electrostatic
. analyzers that rleasureboth electrons and ions in 9.nenerqy channels each,
r
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in the enerq.vranqe from 3(IeV to 3NNO(IPV, Both the KqJ/3 and SS,]/4
detectors return a full spP.ctru_qover all enerqy channe-lsonce per see.end
and a11 detectors are.oriented on the _pacecraft such that thev look towards
the local zenith. The r,P,L?_I _xnerinent consists of t_o ._S,]/3detectors
_ounted at riqht anqles _,dththeir look directions in the spin plane of the
satellite._ Fach detector returns 4, 16 point spectra each s_.cond. The
.satellitehas a spin rate of approximately 11 _Pflwith tilespin plane in the
orbit plane of the satellite.

All the satellites were launched into circular .sunsynchronous nrhits.
The F? satellite's erhit plane _as initially in the dawn-d_Isk_eridian h,lt
precessed towards th_ r}P,3N-RO3NHLT meridian durinq the satellite's lifetime.
The period for which data are available, thp altitude of the orhit, and the
orhital plane are listed in Table I.

The D_I_Psensors are operated continuo,lslyand approximately P.O,_,',of the data
were availahle for this .stud.v.For the P7R-I approximately INqO polar passes
_ere available from I_7_. For the determination of the averaqe character-
istics, the F?, F4, am: P7F_-Idata were used.. The _,lorstcase study was
performed _msinqthe _6 data since these data cover a wider ranqe in enerqy.

AVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS 'II

Historically, thpre have been two approaches to qlohal specification of
the averaqe characteristics of auroral precipitation. In the first of the_e
the researcher huilds tipa qlohal or local time picture usinq a set of indi-
vidual passe.seach studied in detail (ref 1 ?,2). The artvantaqeof s_h an
approach is that all the details of each pass are considered in creatinq an
overall picture. The ma.iordi.sadvantaqein .s_chstudies is that in order to
keep hoth the analysis and d_ta presentation manaqeahle the researcher must
restrict the total numher of passes studied either by spacinq them widely in
mannetic local time or in activity. In the second approach the researcher
huilds up his Qlohal picture hy dividinq the reqien of interest into zones
in maqnetic local time, _lenmaqneticlatitude and activity he then uses very
larqe data sets to determine the averane value of the quantity of interest ....
in each zone (ref 3 throuqh _). This approach has the advantaqe of providinq
real qlobal maps. It's ma,iordisadvantaqe is that in the averaqinq process
a11 sr_allspatial and tin,moral variations are smoothed re,t,of necessity.
The numher of such studies done in the past has additionally been restricted
hv the fact that they require very larqe data sets (millions of samples) and
they req_ire .siqnificantamounts of co_nputertime.

In this study we have taken the second of these two approaches usinq the
data set froi_identical electrostatic analyzers flown on three Air Force sat-
e11ites. Ne divided the hiqh latitude reqion into zones in _aqnetic local
time and corrected nemnaqnetic latitude. In _I_Tthe divisions were 4F_one
half hour sections. In latitude there were 3N divisions at 2° increment

hetween .SNand _N deqrees, 1o increments hetween _N and 8N deqrees, and 2°
increments from RN tO QQ deqrees. Seven such matrices were created, one for
the Kp = N, N+ cases, one f,)rKD = I-, I, I+ cases and so on tipto Kp = 5-, 5,
5+. The last matrix included all cases qreater than Kp = 6-. Fifteen months
of data were _isedfrom thp F-2 and F-4 satellites. The fifteen months were
chosen to qive an even distrihution of the dat.aover the seasons of the year
and to provide s_fficient coveraqe at hiqh activity. A1toqether the 15 months
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of data provided 13._6million spectra. A].I orbits of the P78-1 satetlite in
the interval from February 1979 to January 198(1were used. This comprised
approximately ..52 millio_ addittana] spectra. The 14.]_ million spectra
were divided amonqthe 7 level_ oEKp as follows; KD = O, 7_5%; Kp - 11
23,82;__Kp=?.,_.6,9%, Kp = 3, 21o0%; Kp = 4, 10,5%; Kp = 5, 5,3%; Kp ) 6-,
3.6%. In each zone the averaqe and standarcL dev.iation, of the dif_erentia]
number flux for each of the 16 ener_,y channels of the detector was calculated
usinq all spectra that fell within that zone.. The final product is therefore
the average spectrum.._ineach zone at each level-of activity.

From the averaqe spectra we calculated integral quantities over the
• entire enero_y range of the averaqe enerqy spectrum. The three quantities ,;

" calculated were the integrat.number_flux in units of e/cmZ-sec-ster defined ..................
- as:

15

,]TOT- ,iCEI)(E?.- F.I)* _..i(Ei)E_. ) * j (E1fi):__(E.16- rift)

, _ The integralenergy flux in units of keV/cm?--sec-ster-definedas:

i::I.!

; !

EI6J (E16) (E16- E15)
..

_ and the.a_eraqe enerqv

EAVE = JETOT/JTOT

where

,:: j(Ei) = the averagedifferentialflux
, in the ith enerqychannel .,

Ei = the centralenerqyof the ith channel

These three-quantitiesare displayedas isocontourmaps in Figuresla-d,
2a-d,and 3a-dwhere we have plottedth_ Kp = 11,2, 4, and 6 cases. The
discussionof these maps is in two sub-sectlons;the first de.alingwith

" the characteristicsof the relativelyhot electron (F.AVE)600 eV) and
the seconddealinq with the characteristicsof the colderelectrons, Such
a divisionis made based on a comparisonof the maps of integralflux and
avera.qeenerqy, Such a comparisonshows that the high latituderegion
separatesnaturallyintotwo regionsbased upon the averaqeenergy of the
electrons. The hotterplasma is Confinedto a roughlyannularreqlonwhose
low latitudeedge is the equatorwardedge of the auroralzone while the
colderplasma fill the remainingarea betweenthe polewardedge of the
annulusand the (leomagneticpole. The colderelectronreqion is composedof
a band of relativelyintenseprecipitationboundingthe polewardedqe of the
hot plasma and a regionof lower intensityprecipitationin the rest of the
area up to the pole,

i_!
i'
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_', HOT ELECTRONREGION

_ For the.i_nt _lectrons Wr_not_ the follnwinn:

_": 1) TI]e averaqe,energy of the prA,cipitatin_ el_ctron varies qrp.atlvin

i: Inaqn_ticlocal tilne. In qenm_al the peak ave.raqeen_rqie._are lliqheston.... the norninq sid_ of the oval. 14ithinthe morning side re,qimi there ar_.two
,naxi_na'inthe averaoe ener'qy;one h_twe_n midnight and OfiO(1_tI°Tand the

_. ' _econd tvnicallv two hnur_ pre-noon. In ta_leS ?a and 2h the location and'ii_' el_ctron characteristics for the t:_n_laxi_naare listed for all seven Kp
---,;-"-. zones.

_,° fine.notes tilatthe awraqe enerqv of the post midnight ,'laximurlis between 3
k_': and fi keV in _ latitude range,hetween 63 and 67n, The local ti_e of thes_
_],i_i,i _axiNa varies over 6 hours and the trend is for the enerq,vfl_Jxto increase
_;" with increasinq Fp. The lack of a l_nstrddniqht maxi_nunfor the Kp=q case
_"i we attribute to the relatively limited sampling provided hy the P7_-I

_ili satellite in this reclionand at this level of activity. The pre-noon
i_,'!_-, |naxinu|nis more fixed in magnetic local time and more ordered h.yKp.
__" Except for Kp=O case this maxi,_ais always found hetween flq3(3and llr)O MLT

_,'i,,. and at a nen_naqneticlatitude that smoothly decreases with increasinq Kn.
i.',._. The averaqe enerqy increases fro,nvn=(_to Kp=3 hut _hen decreases for all

__.i higher KD reaching a value for the hiqhest activity case a factor of two

5elow that of the KD=I_ease. In a si_nilar_:_annerthe enerq,_flux increases
from Kp=n to Kp=3 hut then is approxi.matelvstahle for all hiqher activities.

P.. At energies ahove I keV the region of hot nlas_a is not Continuous about
:_' the oval. For Kn:rlthe averaqe enerqy does not reach lkeV at any latitude in

_. the '.iLTrange frmn ~ 18nflto ??nq. For th_ Kp=I and 2 cases there is a
--_. mini,nunwithin the reqion of hot Dlas_naat approximately IRf)Ohour '_LT. For
_.. the four remaining cases there is a clear mininu_nbetween noon and 18r)nhours
_j e_LT. The average energy,of this ,_ini_nunfalls helow ] keV. For the four
,_ hiqhest activity cases the location of the _ninimunappears to move t_ earlier

_"_-'_,_ local ti,nes.ith increasing activity. Part of this effect appears to resultfrom a chanqe with activity in the magnetic local time past noon to which
_.=._=_'" hot electrons drifting armmd on the ,norninqside are ahle to penetrate.
•'. These electrons are seen at the latest _4LTfor Kp:O and penetrate to _roqres-

=.,. sively earlier t_,LTswith increasin_ activity. For the Kp _- case there
_ are few regions to the da.vsideof the dawn-dusk meridian in which the averaqe
_ enerqies reaches 1,5 keV.

_: 3 The na.ioritvof the enerqy flux of particles into the hiqh latitude reqion! %k • •

_,:. is carried hv the hot electrons. T.ypicallvfor any _4LT zone on the niqhtside
•L of the oval tl_elatitude nf the naxi:_u_nin enerqy flUX is near or Coincides
! with the _axiHun in average eneray. At all activity levels above Kp=r_the
!.T isocontours of energy flux within the hot electron region have a C or horse-
i._ shoe shape that is rouqhlv symmetric ahout a _:leridianone to two hours post
: midnight and post-noon. The llaxir)u_enerqv flux occurs sllqhtly hefore

_idniqht for KD=fland I hut is clearly po._tmidniqht for all higher activity
- cases.

4. The enerq.v flux into the niqhtside oval and up to approximately 1000 MLT
._ on thp dayside increases with increasing activity as the oval expands. By

contrast the enerqy flux carried hy hot electrons at noon reaches a maxi,nun
i
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,it Kp=_ and then d_.creasPs for higher activity. This iS Shown in Table 3
tChere we have listed the i1axir_um _nerqy flux and it's latitud¢_ for the Dlln(/
tn 0930 HLT zone and for the peak in avor-aJle enerqy for the hot electrons in
the 1139 to t?r! n etl.,_T_z,on_.._

The latitude for hoth cases decreases for increasing activity as would he
_Xpected fron the overall move=_eflt of the oval equatorward, The enerqy fli_:,
at midninht incrusts hy nore than an order Of maqnitude fro=_ Kp=ll to

Kn >6- _hile the _.nrrqy flux at noon reaches a =_axinun value of 7. 7qx1117
keY/ c._ -sec-ster for Kp=? and then decreases for increasing Kp ahow this
point, reaching a value for the Kp_6- case approxir_ately a factor of two
lower than the KI_=(1case. The ratio of the enerqv flux at nidniqht to that
at noon increases with increasino Kn except for the Kp=5 case. The 7 values
from vp=(1 tn Kp;_(_-are ?.7, _1_ 4°7, 1_.t_, 21.5, 1R, 77._,

COLD ELECTRON-REGION

For the cold electrons (EAVE _ 60(1 eV) we note the followinq:

I. The hiqhest nurlber flux of cold electrons is found within the dayside
portion of the overall reqion of electron precipitation. At the first five
activity levels there is a clear crescent shaped reqion of cold electrons

, rouqhly svnmetric about noon or sliqhtly skewed towards prenoon. The crescent
_ shaped region is _ost clearly evident in the KD=(_and Kp=I cases where at a

level of above 5XIQ7 _lectrons/cm_-_Sec.sterit extends in _aqnetic local tine
+ over the entire dayside renion and one tn several hours into the niqhtside

reqion. The reqion extends closer to nidniqht on the morninq side than the
eveninq side. The sane hehavior is naint_ined for the next three levels of
activity but is ohsolred in the isocontour plots by the i._creasinqintegral
flux on the niqht side fror_the hot electrons. For.the two hiqhest activity
cases there is still an extended reqion of low enerqy precipitation on the
dayside hut it is not as well orqanized as for the lower activity cases.

_. The intensity of the inteqral nunher flux within the daySide reqion shows

little if any increase with increasing activity. Except_for the Kp > 6-
case the inteqral number flux is typically between 5xlf)7 and 2xlf1_electrons
/cm?--sec-ster. Althouqh the level of flux within the reqion is relatively
constant the total flux of electrons into the reqion is increasinq with
increasinq activity. For the 7 levels of activity the total downcominq flux

Over the entire davside with enerqies l_etween5(IeVsand 66_)eVare 7._5xlf)24
P.._qxIf)?4,l.rlxl(_25,l.?IxlO75, 1,5_xlO25, l.q7xlO2" and 3.78xlO?-electrons/'
-sec-ster. Thesp nunhers were obtained by determining the inteqral flux for
electrons with enerqies hetween 5n eV and 660 eV in each spatial element on
the dayside nultinlyinq these by the area of the snatial element and sunning.__
For all h_=tthe Kp_ 6- case this trend is well fit by the equation,

I = 7.Rxln?4 e .?KD electrons/sec-ster

3. Nithin the dayside reqion of cold electron precipitation there is, in a11
hut the Kp> A- case, a clear prenoon _axinun. In Table 4 the paraneters
for these :_axi_aare listed.
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Ilne note q that the naxilqun'_ location in rflT is relatively Constant while the
latitude decreases with increa.sinqactivity as the rivalexpands. ThP intPqral
nut,herflux increases hnlv froln3..(1_to 4._]x IOp from the Kp=f)re,the Kp_
6- case.. Poth the inteqral ener_.v flux and averaqe enerqy ar_ similarly with-
in a narrow ranqe except at the two hiqhe_t activitieS._ The_. increases at
hi(lhf.,ractivity are attrihutahle tn an increase in thn _patial Variahilitv of
the-oval _uch that _om_ hot.electron _pOctra l_ve heen u_ed to (leter(_inethe

: averaqe _pectrum from which the enerqv flux and aVerage energy were calc,l,_ted
If at all activity levels the values listed in Tahle _ are recal¢,_ated ,5inq
only the portion of the ._pectrumhotween ._IP.Vand 66(1eVthe val,es for tim
Kp:llto Kp:3 cases vary hv less than lOf.for all three quantitio._. For l(p.:4
and r_cases, however, the enp.rqvflux drops to val,e._hPlow InIIkeV/cm?-sec-
star and the averaqe enmrqv to value._h_low ?OileV.

4. In the dayside reqion of cold electrons there is a clear minimurlin
averaqe enerqy. The location and electron characteristics at the minir_uP_
are liste_lin Tahle 5.......

The location in latitude shows a total variation of .&owith activity and

except at hiqh activity is found hetween llO0-120flHLT. Aqain the electron

characteristics are quite stahle with increasing_activity. The inteqral
numher flux ranges between 3 and 1(Ielectronslcm-sec-ster except for the
KP > 6- case. The inteqral energy flux value falls in a similar narrow range
and the averaqe enerqy shows a sliqht decrease with inc,'easlnqactivity.
These averaqe energy minima sit near the poleward edge of the cresent shaped
reqion of cold electron precipitation.

WORST CASE ENVIRONMENT

The concept of a worst case enVironment for larqe space Structures in
near-earth, polar orbit involves an extrapolation of experience with small
satellites near qeostationary altitude. The need for extrapolatinn d_rived
from our historical situation which presents many we11-documented examples of
Severe charqinq at geostationary altitude, a few cases of s_a11-satellite
changinq at ionospheric altitudes, and as yet no experience with larqe struc-

. tures, Such as Shuttle, in polar orbit. At qeostationary altitude the worst
charqinq occurs when satellites are in the shadow of the earth durinq sor_
substorm injection events. In this situation the occurrence of charqinq is
unamhiquously determined hy the location in energy of the so-called "charqinq
peaks" in the positive ion spectrum. If a satellite charqes to - 5kV, low.....
enerqy ions in the vicinity,of the satellite are accelerated throuqh this
potential. Typically, a larqe flux of ions would he measured in the enerqy
channel centered nearest 5KeV while few if any ions would he detected in
energies channels helow this value. Mul!en and Gussenhoven (ref I(I)(Ig_2)
found that the most Severe charqinq occurs durinq those suhstorm in,iection
events that are characterized hy stronq fluxes of electrons with energies
above IA keV. .Impactinqelectrons with enerqies ahove (below) this value
produce less (more) than one secondary electron per particles for typical

spacecraft materials (ref II) With this criterion in mind Hardy (ref I?.)
Surveyed more than lO,O00 passes of nMSP/F2 over the aurora1 zone to iden-
tifv conditions under which the flux of electrons with enerq.y> I keV exceeded
I01D electrons/cm2.sec.ster. Although these enerqetic electron ohservations
are useful for modelers who require realistic, worst-case fluxes it provides
no empirical guidelines as to what deqree the satellites actually charqe.

i.
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tlith the. launch of llqSP/F6 in I_eCemher 19P2 it: has h_.cOmonossible to
snecifv the degree to _rhich charqinq occurLs in "worst case" auroral environ-

'_ ments, This satellite c_rrl_,d detectors capable of meaS,rinq th- fluxe_ of
downco_inq elo.ctron_ and _o._itiv_. ions with o.nerqie._ l_twO.en 30 eV and 30
keY. rhc: sat_ilitP al So carried det_ctor£ to n_.as, ro t.h_: de,n_ities and
t_mp_.ratur_s nf tht._r,_tll ions and _.lectrOns_ R_C_,So. the qeol,qetric fa_tor Of
the _.nnrqotic ion detector' qroatlv exc(_.d._ that of any previously flown, it is
possihl_ for t_ first ti_e, to look for ion "chorqinq o_ak,_" a_ indicators of
spacecraft, charqinq in the ionosphere. The det_ctor s.v.stemS a_ w_.ll as the
t,_thods for d,tta pr_.s_ntation and identifvi_|q sover_ ch,lrqinq ov(_nts ,_r_
described in a companion pagnr (ref 13) and will not ho repeated h_r_.

Figures 4 ;_nd 5 qiv_ the average onerqios (tOp panels), dtr_.ctional onerq,y
flux (middle panelS) and directional number flux of 01ectronS and positive
ions measured during a northern, hiql_-latitude pass of DtlSP on 12 January
1qR3. The data are _resented as a function of tiT in seconds of the day,
qeoqraphic latitude and lnnqitude; magnetic latitude, lonqitude and local
time. Attention is directed to the two minute interval between 358?.0 ((lg57) ,:

_ and 35q40 (flqscl) liT. The electron flux rose sharnlv from typical polar rain
values of 2 X 106/cm2-sec-ster, startinq at 35860 liT to a maximum value_of
101rl/cm2-sec-StPr at 3._f_71_tiT. The flux level then decreased to a nearly

=_ steady value of 5xIn _ for the followinq minute° The average energy profile
•_ suqclests that the satellite either passed through two closely spaced inverted-V

structures or throuqh a sinqle, co_pleX inverted V with a very intense sub-
structure at its poleward boundary, nurinq the subinterval 35860-35880 liT,

:_; the ion flux increased by three orders of maqnitude with no easily recoqnized
,, increase in averaqe ion enerq.v. An inten._eflux of hioh-enerqy electronst=*

accompanied by an increased flux of low-energy ions _.s _ften an indicator of
spacecraft charging at geostattonary altitudes (r_[ 14). An analysis of

;_ individu_l distribution functions for Ions and electrons, presented below,
shows that this can also be regarded as a signature of charging at lono-
spheric altitudes. Before examining individual spectral measurements two
additional comments related to Figures 4 and 5 should be made. First, during
the Interval 35880 to 35940 as the satellite passed through the equatorward

- (portion of the)inverted V the flux of ions remained constant at ~ 106
/cmZ-sec-ster and their average energy increased to several kilovolts. As '

demonstrated below no measurable charging occurred during this interval.
Second, the electron flux levels of lolO/cm2-sec-ster near 35875 UI repre-
sent lower bounds on the actual flux. The integrations are performed only
over the finite energy range (30 eV - 30 keV) of the sensor.

• Figures 6 a-f give six examples of phase space densities for electrons
and ions with energies between 30 eV and 30 KeV as measured by DHSP/F6 In
crossing ghe inverted V structure(s). Before examining the measurements it
should be recalled that both the electron and ion detectors consist of two
analyzers. The low (hlglO energy analyzer covers the range :_0 eV to 1 keV
(1 to 30 keV) in 10 logarithmically spaced steps. Each of the analyzers
Steps from high to low in energy. Thus, the I key sample of the low-energy
analyzer occurs almost a full second before the I keV sample of the l;Igh
energy analyzer. In rapidly varyln[,,envirmu_ents the I keV measurements of
tire two analyzers can be quite different. In smoothly varying regions
measured fluxes agree within normal, statistical fluctuations. The different
values of electron distribution functions at I keY, in the examples given in

, Figure 6 reflect rapid spatial-temporal variations in the environment rather
_ than a calibration deficiency in the instrument°
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The electron and ton distrthutton functions in Figure 6 were chosen re il-
lustrate condi_ions lea_ing to weak (a,f), moderate (c,e) and strong (b,d)
spacecraft charging° To help identify the degree of charging Expanded plots
of the low energy portions of ton-distributions appear as insets, At 0957:48
UT as tha saXeLlite entered the invert.ad V the ion distribution decreases

monotonically In_ic_tlng that the satellite potential was great_ than or
equa_ to - 30 Y. One second later the electron distribution hardened consi-

derably and the low-enet'gy portion of the ion distribution shows a peak at

300 eY indicating a vehicle potential of -300 V (ref. 13). The rapidity with
whlcb the vehicle potentlal fluctuates is sliown in examples c (0957:56) d

(0957:58) a_d e (0957:59) where the charging peak is seen at 100 eV, 440 eV
and 44 eV, respectively. We note that, at 0957:58 UT in the energy range 9
to 30 keV, _he electron distribution function is monotonically increasing.

If we assume that the auroral electrons have undergone a field-aligned accele-
ration between the magnetosphere and ionosphere, then the detected electrons

are secondary and degraded primaries. The potential drop above the ionosphere

is at least 30 kV. The primary electron beam has an energy greater than 30

. keV; beyond the energy sensitivity of the DHSP/F6 detection range. The

final example at 0958:06 UT comes from the equatorward inverted-V. Although
the primary electron beam has been accelerated through a potential of 14 kV,

the ions have a monotonically decreasing distribution. Potentials > - 30 V
are typical of this equatorward inverted-V encounter.

The control of spacecraft charging exerted by energetic electrons is illustra-

ted in Figure 7. The top panel gives the directional flux of electrons with
energies > 5 keV (dashed llne) and > I0 keV (solid llne). As just mentioned
the flux measured at _957:58 (35878)UT is lo_er bound on the actual flux.

: The satellite potentials inferred from the measured ion dlstrihution functions
appear in the bottom panel_ We see that there are one for one Variations in

the energetic electro_ flux and the satellite potential. The degree of

charging achieved at gtostationary altitude in a given energetic particle

environment exceeds that expected for satellites in the ionosphere. In the

ionosphere severe charging effects should be mitigated due to currents carried
by relatively dense, cold ions. Simultaneous measurements from the thermal

plasma probes in the vicinity of the Inverted-V event(s) are presented in

Figure 8. Data are presented as densities of thermal electrons (top panel)

and lops (bottom panel) determined while the detectors operated in the con-

_tant bias Mode 1 (ref 13). A positive bias on the outer grid of the electron
sensor is responsible for the factor of two greater electron than ion density
prior to 0957 and after 0959 UT. Note that between 0956 and 0957 UT the

electron and ion densities decreased by a full order of magnitude. This

density decreased occurred prior to the first encounter with the inverted V°
Beginning at 0957:30 the current to the electron sensor decreased by more

than another order of magnitude. Because the ions show the opposite response
we attribute the thermal electron current suppression as due to the increase

satellite charging encountered at this time.

In the companion paper, Burke aridcoworkerS (ref 13) presented another
example of severe charging by DHSP. In this event the satellite potential

only reached -65V. The present case differs in two significant ways. First,

although the inverted V electron flux levels were comparable, the average

energies were significantly larger in the present case. Second, the thermal

plasma density was an order of magnitude higher in the case presented by
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Burke and eoworkers. This fneans th&t there is rouBhly an order of maBnttude
toss ion ct_rrent availabl_ to neutralize the current due to ener_etic e_ec-
irons, tt would appear that both energetic electrons and a cold plasma
depletion _re required for satelLite.s at tonospheric altttude _o acquire the

1itch de_ree of char_in_ observed by DMSP on January 12,_!_8_3..
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Table 1

Satel 1i te nr_ttal Plane- Alt i tude Data -Aval lab11-try

F2 0600 - 1800 840 Km 9/77 - 2/80

F4 If)3N - 2230 8411Km 6/79 - A/8O

P7A-I 0000 - 121!.0 600 Km 3/79 - present

F6 0600 - 1800 840 Kr_ 12/82 - present
1

Table 2a
Past Midniqht Maxinurl

Maqnetic
KI_ Averaqe Enerq.v Enerqv Flux Latitude MLT

N 3,41 KeV 8. 27xi0 7KeV/cm2-sec-st.er 670 N40N.rJ430

! 4. 71 " 7.f,_xlO 7 " 660 0530-0600

2 3.7A " 3.90xi08 " 65° 0130-02n0

3 3.q3 " 6_98xI(__ " 650 0130-0200

4 3.46 " 7. lOxlO8 " 660 OOOO-O03N

>6- .%87 " 1.67x109 " 63° 0230-0300

Table 2b
Pro NoonNaximum

Maanettc
KO Averaqe Enerqy Enerqy Flux Latitude MLT

0 2. q7 KeY 2.16x|O 7 KeV/cm2-sec- ster 71° 1400-1430

1 3. QO " 6.34x107 " 700 0930Q1000

2 5.68 " 1.07x108 " 700 103fi-1100

3 6.40 " 1.38x108 " 6qo LOON-t030

4 5.NZ " 9.42x107 " 670 1000-1030

5 4._1 " 1.33x108 " 66o-------0930.]000

>6- 1.P,O " 1.n_xlO 8 ,, 650 0930-1000
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_. TabTe-3
i , flflO0 - 0030 HLT 1130 -1200 HL.T

C.G.. C.G.
'i Kp Max. Enerqy FTux Latitude Enerqy Flux .... Latitude

fl 1.114x108 KeWcn2-se¢- ster 690 3.75x10 7KeY/cruZ-sec- ster 720

I 1.90xll_ 8 " 680 4..55x107 " 710
i"" i

i-_' 2 3.69x108 " 660 7. 79xi07 " 71o

i .... •_' 3 6.64xT08 .... 650 5. 50xlO7 " 690

4 7. 75x108 '_ 660 3. 51x107 " _7°

;_ 5 4.67x108 " 62° 2.61xln 7 .... 660

i _ >6- 1.37x109 " 62° 1.92xl0 7 " 64°

,=_

_,_ . Table 4

i_: _. Prenoon [nteqral NumberFlux--Haxfnum

i .... La.tf- Inteqral Number Intearal Enerqy Averaqe
i_ KO rude HI..T Flux FYux £nerqy

_:-. 0 79° 0800-0830 3.05x108 e/cm2-sec-steP 7o04X107 e/cm2-seC-ster 232eV

i: 1 78° 0800-0830 3.22x108 " 8.45x107 " 272eV

",_ 2 78o 0930-1000 3.32x108 " 8. 43xtO7 " 2_6eV

i _": 3 770 1100-1130 3. ROxll_8 " 7o03X107 " 187eV

i _ 4 740 0830-0900 3.61x1_8 " 1.95x108 " 552eV

i_'_ 5 730 0830-0900 4. lnxl08 " 1.66x10R " 465ev

Table 5

-" Averaqe Enerq.vM|ntnum

K_D Latitude HLT Intearal Energy Flux Averaae Fnerqv

'-" 0 810 110t%1130 4.57x10 7 KeV/cm2-sec-ster 199 eV

! 81° 1130-1200 4.88x107 " 183 eV

2 81° 1130.]200 3__x]O 7 " 168 eV

3 790 1100.,1130 4.44x107 " 165 eV

4 78° 1130-1200 3.q6xtO 7 " 162 eV

: 5 7Ao 1230-1300 3.1AxlO 7 " 147 eY

;, 6- 760 1200-i230 7.2qx107 " 184 eV
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Figure l.. - Isocontour mapsof the igtegral numberflux (IFLX) of precipitating
electrons in units of electrons/cm_ sec sr for the four activity levels Kn=O,
2, 4, and >6-. Theplots are in a corrected geomagneticlatitude - magnetic
local time-coordinate system. The geomagneticpole is markedby a cross (+).
Midnight magnetic local time is centered at the bottomof each figure, noon
at the top.
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Figure2. - Isocontourmaps as in figure1 for the integralenergyflux
(EFLX)of precipitatingelectronsin units of keV/cm_ sec sr.
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Figure 3. - Isocontourmaps as in figure1 for the averageenergy (AEGY)of
precipitatingelectronsin units of keV.
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